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By Anne-Marie Fyfe

Poetry Wales Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Understudies: New and Selected
Poems, Anne-Marie Fyfe, Since first appearing in Late Crossing in the late Nineties, Anne-Marie Fyfe's
life studies have focused increasingly on the disconcerting underside of small-town and suburban
banality, on the underlit corners of apartments, waiting rooms, underpasses, on doppelgangers and
stand-ins, on clandestine, undercover operations and escapades. So many cherished objects, long
forgotten or only half-recollected, so many places on the verge of mattering, so many lives spent
rehearsing for moments that never arrive: Understudies brings together new poems of optimism
and isolation, of assumed and confused identities, with some of the poems from The Ghost Twin,
Tickets from a Blank Window and Late Crossing that first brought readers into this world of lives at
once chaotic and oddly consolatory that lie below placid surfaces.
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ReviewsReviews

Definitely one of the best book We have at any time go through. It is actually filled with wisdom and knowledge I am quickly could get a delight of studying
a published book.
-- Dr . K im  B er g na um-- Dr . K im  B er g na um

Definitely one of the best book I actually have ever go through. Sure, it can be perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this
pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Ms. Cha nel Str eich-- Ms. Cha nel Str eich
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